Optimizing imitation: Examining cognitive factors leading to imitation, overimitation, and goal emulation in preschoolers
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ABSTRACT

Humans imitate patently irrelevant actions known as overimitation, and rather than decreasing with age, overimitation increases with age. Whereas most overimitation research has focused on social factors associated with overimitation, comparatively little is known about the cognitive- and task-specific features that influence overimitation. Specifically, developmental contrasts between imitation and overimitation are confounded by the addition of irrelevant actions to causally necessary actions, increasing sequence length, cognitive load, and processing costs—variables known to be age dependent. We constructed a novel puzzle box task such that a four-step imitation, four-step overimitation, and two-step efficient sequence could be demonstrated using the same apparatus on video. In Experiments 1 and 2, 2.5- to 5-year-olds randomly assigned to imitation and overimitation groups performed significantly more target actions than baseline control groups. Rates of imitation and overimitation increased as a function of age, with older preschoolers outperforming younger preschoolers in both conditions. In Experiment 3, preschoolers were shown a video of an efficient two-step demonstration prior to testing. After they responded, they were shown a four-step overimitation video and were tested on the same puzzle box. Children imitated the efficient demonstration, but after watching the overimitation video, they also overimitated the irrelevant...
actions. Once again, older children overimitated more than younger children. Together, results show that preschoolers are faithful, flexible, and persistent overimitators. The fidelity and flexibility of overimitation are constrained not only by social factors but also by basic cognitive processes that vary across age groups. As these constraints diminish, overimitation and flexible (optimal) imitation increases.
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Introduction

In contrast to other animals, humans seemingly imitate anything and, sometimes, everything they see. Such blanket copying, including copying behaviors that are causally unnecessary and costly (Horner & Whiten, 2005; Whiten et al., 2016), has been called overimitation (Lyons, Young, & Keil, 2007). Since Lyons et al. (2007) coined the term overimitation, countless articles have been published in an effort to characterize overimitation in children and, to a limited extent, in adults (Berl & Hewlett, 2015; Flynn & Smith, 2012; McGuigan, 2012; McGuigan, Gladstone, & Cook, 2012; McGuigan, Makinson, & Whiten, 2011; Nielsen & Tomaselli, 2010; Whiten et al., 2016). However, most studies have focused on understanding the social/cultural conditions that modulate overimitation (for a comprehensive review, see Hoehl et al., 2019). The Hoehl et al. (2019) review laid bare how few studies have explored the role that basic cognitive processes (e.g., attention, memory) play in the development of high-fidelity imitation and overimitation. For instance, an important feature of overimitation is that, rather than decreasing with age, overimitation increases with age (Berl & Hewlett, 2015; McGuigan et al., 2011; McGuigan, Whiten, Flynn, & Horner, 2007; Subiaul & Schilder, 2014; Whiten et al., 2016). McGuigan et al. (2007) presented children aged 3 to 5 years with a video demonstration. They found that 5-year-olds overimitated, but 3-year-olds were more likely to copy only the causally relevant actions or “emulate.” In fact, age-related improvements in overimitation continue into adulthood (e.g., Whiten et al., 2016) and are evident in non-Western cultures (Berl & Hewlett, 2015; Nielsen & Tomaselli, 2010).

What accounts for developmental changes in imitation and overimitation? Overimitation researchers, focused on social and cultural explanations, have largely neglected to explore how basic cognitive processes may similarly constrain overimitation (and social learning more broadly).

Memory is likely to mediate both the fidelity and type of social learning mechanisms employed (Barr & Hayne, 1996, 2000; Bauer & Mandler, 1992; Harnick, 1978; Meltzoff, 1990; Simpson & Riggs, 2011). For example, Simpson and Riggs (2011) used a simplified version of the Horner and Whiten (2005) puzzle box that included an irrelevant action (inserting a tool in the top of the box), followed by a relevant action (inserting the tool in the front opening of the box), and finally using the tool to extract the reward. There were two groups: immediate recall and delayed recall. Results showed that, as predicted, children remember more actions in the immediate recall than in the delayed recall. However, children’s forgetting was not random. Following delayed recall, children were more likely to omit the irrelevant action least associated with the goal than they were to omit the causally relevant action most associated with the goal.

Besides long-term and short-term memory, working memory (WM), the ability to temporarily store and manipulate information (Baddeley, 1981, 2012), represents a domain-general cognitive skill that constrains the amount of information children learn and copy in a task (Bauer & Hertsgaard, 1993; Bauer, Hertsgaard, Dropik, & Daly, 1998; Bauer & Mandler, 1992; Harnick, 1978; Kemps, De Rammelaere, & Desmet, 2000; Riggs, Simpson, & Potts, 2011; Simpson et al., 2012). But again, there is relatively little research on how WM similarly constrains the amount and type of information children copy when they fail to overimitate (Dickerson, Gerhardstein, Zack, & Barr, 2013; Moraru, Gomez, & McGuigan, 2016; Simpson et al., 2012).
For instance, children who fail to overimitate might do so because the task exceeds WM capacities. In this case, WM might predict what is most likely to be copied or ignored, potentially explaining age-related differences. In fact, the few studies that have manipulated task complexity have shown that high-fidelity imitation is inversely related to task complexity, measured in terms of number of items (e.g., Barr et al., 2016; Bauer & Mandler, 1992; Moraru et al., 2016). Few studies have examined how WM constraints affect overimitation. In one study, Subiaul and Schilder (2014) directly addressed this question by exploring how varying cognitive loads (high vs. low WM constraints) affected both the amount and type of information young preschoolers chose to copy and/or ignore. They used a touchscreen-based serial learning task where participants needed to respond to three different simultaneously presented pictures (A, B, and C) in a specific order (A > B > C). Children (3- and 4-year-olds) were tested on two-item sequences (low-WM condition) and three-item sequences (high-WM condition). Each sequence was demonstrated by an adult model who touched each picture in the target order (i.e., serial order response). However, the model always tapped one of the pictures twice (i.e., a multitap response that was causally irrelevant). Because children had been trained on the task prior to testing, they knew the task required that pictures be touched only once. Touching them more than once produced no effect. As predicted, children were more likely to copy both target responses (serial order and multitap) in the low-WM condition than in the high-WM condition.

Only a few studies have directly provided children with a situation where they had an opportunity to learn the most efficient way of solving a task and then were provided with the same task but with irrelevant actions, testing whether children would switch from an efficient response to an inefficient overimitative response (Hoehl, Zettersten, Schleihaufl, Grätz, & Pauen 2014; Ronfard, Was, & Harris, 2016; Schleihaufl, Graetz, Pauen, & Hoehl, 2018; Wood, Kendal, & Flynn, 2013). Hoehl et al. (2014) used a puzzle box that included relevant and irrelevant actions. Children were exposed to two models: one who demonstrated how to retrieve the reward from the puzzle using causally necessary actions as well as unnecessary actions (inefficient model) followed by one who demonstrated only the causally necessary actions (efficient model). Although all children overimitated following the inefficient demonstration, after witnessing the efficient demonstration, they omitted the irrelevant actions they had just executed in the previous test phase. That is, they did not overimitate following an efficient demonstration. In a subsequent study, Schleihaufl et al. (2018) reversed the order of presentation of the demonstrations (i.e., Experiment 2) so that children first saw the efficient response and then the inefficient response. When asked to switch from the efficient actions to the overimitation actions, children did not overimitate. These results suggest that children consider the efficiency of responses and prefer efficient responses over inefficient responses in a problem-solving task. Finally, Schleihaufl et al. (2020) randomly assigned 5- and 6-year-olds to a video with an adult or robot demonstrator. There were three trials: an inefficient one (Trial 1), then an efficient one (Trial 2), and a final inefficient one (Trial 3). Children imitated the inefficient model and switched to the efficient model but then also switched back to the inefficient model response in Trial 3 to retrieve a marble from a puzzle box demonstrated by both human and robot models. In this design, it was only on the third trial that children again imitated an inefficient model. Similarly, Wood et al. (2013) found that children with prior experience of opening an apparatus efficiently still sometimes copied a puppet’s irrelevant actions on the same apparatus. In short, these results broadly support the conclusions of Lyons et al. (2007) by showing that overimitation is difficult to extinguish in instrumental tasks.

The current study

The current study allowed for direct comparison of imitation, overimitation, and goal emulation (or efficiency) using the same puzzle box task. Past research has made direct comparison of imitation with overimitation problematic because overimitation conditions typically require children to encode additional actions, thereby increasing task length and cognitive load, compared with the imitation conditions—factors known to depress overimitation (Subiaul & Schilder, 2014). Yet, seeing or directly experiencing how to solve a problem more efficiently appears to similarly depress overimitation. Yet, in these studies, efficiency is left unmeasured (for exceptions, see Hoehl et al., 2014; Schleihaufl et al., 2018; Subiaul, Krajkowski, Price, & Etz, 2015). That is, children are supposed to infer the efficient mechanism, but it is not directly demonstrated or assessed.
The current study sought to address whether children would adopt a more costly and inefficient response after imitating the most optimal responses to solve the puzzle box. As with previous studies (Subiaul, Zimmermann, Renner, Schilder, & Barr, 2016), we used a puzzle box with a clear Plexiglass cover, allowing children to see which actions contributed to the goal and which actions did not. For the current study, we used the puzzle box to control task complexity by using a four-step sequence to test imitation (Experiment 1) and overimitation (Experiment 2) with the same apparatus. Thus, the overimitation demonstration did not contain additional steps; rather, in the imitation version three of the four sequence steps were causally relevant, and in the overimitation version one of the four steps (retrieving the star) was causally relevant. In the imitation configuration of the box, the box was locked, making the additional actions causally relevant. We could then directly compare performance on the same cognitive load. In addition, we included tool use in the imitation and overimitation sequences, but the tool was irrelevant in both conditions because the box could be opened more efficiently by hand than with the tool. There are prior reports of increasing rates of overimitation as a function of age, but here we directly compared age-related changes in imitation and overimitation using the same length sequence for both. To test for age-related differences in the current study, we included 2- to 5-year olds and examined whether younger children (<3.5 years) differed from older children (>3.5 years). This procedure allowed us to test whether memory constraints alter imitation, overimitation, or both relative to baseline performance. Finally, we used video models in order to reduce the processing costs associated with attending to a live model while simultaneously attenuating social/pragmatic demands. Whereas McGuigan et al. (2007) used a video that solely portrayed the experimenter’s hands as the experimenter manipulated the task, in the current study the experimenter was revealed from the torso up in between demonstrations and provided salient facial and ostensive cues. In this sense, the intentionality of the demonstrator’s actions was clearer, whereas the social salience of the demonstration remained lower than that of a live demonstration. Similarly, in a study with 5- and 6-year-olds, children matched their imitative response to a video demonstration of inefficient and efficient strategies to retrieve a marble from a puzzle box demonstrated by both human and robot models (Schleihauf et al., 2020). These authors argued that social motivations may play a role because children performed causally irrelevant actions when they knew a more efficient response to retrieve the marble. The use of the video model also ensured that demonstrations were consistent across participants.

The experiments were approved by the George Washington and Georgetown University institutional review boards and were operated under the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and its further amendments.

**Experiment 1: Imitation**

A puzzle box task (reported in Subiaul et al., 2016) was used to assess how toddlers and preschoolers learn after viewing a video demonstration showing a sequence of actions to achieve a goal. Children were randomly assigned to the video model or baseline control group.

**Question 1:** Will children imitate how to open a novel puzzle box from a video demonstration? We predicted that children would learn from the video relative to baseline but that there would be age-related increases in performance consistent with prior imitation studies (e.g., Dickerson et al., 2013; Subiaul et al., 2015).

**Method**

**Participants**

This experiment included 145 typically developing children aged 2 to 5 years (72 female). Children were recruited at the Smithsonian National Zoological Park on the east coast of the United States. These data were previously reported in Subiaul et al. (2016) and were reanalyzed in the current experiment. Most parents (97.9%) reported child ethnicity; of those who reported, 68.1% were White and 31.9% were minority (11.6% Black, 10.9% Asian, 5.1% Hispanic, and 4.3% other). In total, 78 children
(40 female) were randomly assigned to the imitation video demonstration group and 67 children (32 female) were randomly assigned to the baseline control group and received no demonstration. Participants were divided into a younger age group (<42 months; n = 58; M<sub>age</sub> = 35.29 months, SD = 3.8) and an older age group (≥42 months; n = 87; M<sub>age</sub> = 49.55 months, SD = 5.1) based on birth dates. An additional 17 children were excluded from the analysis due to failure to complete the task (n = 2), technical error with video (n = 10), experimenter error (n = 1), parental interference (n = 2), or sibling interference (n = 1), ineligible for study due to physical handicap (n = 1). Data were collected from November 2011 to June 2013.

**Design**

This experiment employed a 2 (Age: older [>42 months] or younger [<42 months]) × 2 (Group: baseline or imitation) between-participants design. Participants were randomly assigned to the imitation or baseline group. Participants in the imitation group were shown a video demonstration of the target actions to find the star in the puzzle box and were then tested with the real puzzle box. Participants in the baseline group did not see the demonstration but were tested with the puzzle box to assess the spontaneous production of the target actions in the absence of a demonstration. There were two boxes: a brown box and a white box. Box assignment was counterbalanced across participants.

**Materials**

A professional 50-s video of an experimenter demonstrating how to complete each puzzle box task (white or brown box) was developed. In the video, a male adult was shown against a black background, sitting at a table with the target object positioned in front of him. The shots consisted of a wide angle at the beginning (showing the torso of the man at the table with the target object on it while the demonstrator provided ostensive facial and verbal cues), in between each of three identical demonstrations (showing the torso of the man while he provided subsequent noninformative verbal cues), and at the end (showing the torso of the demonstrator smiling, providing a verbal cue, and pointing at the camera). The middle shots were composed of close-ups of the puzzle box on the table and the demonstrator's hands performing the target actions. Cuts were used to transition between the wide-angle and close-up shots, and the visual angle remained straight on for the duration of the video. The verbal cues used were designed to be ostensive yet noninformative: (1) “Look at this!” before Retrieval 1, (2) “Wasn’t that fun?” before Retrieval 2, and (3) “One more time!” before Retrieval 3 and “Your turn!” after Retrieval 3. Throughout the demonstration, no parts of the task were labeled and no distractor items were used. Videos for each experiment are publicly available on the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/gpvdy (Barr, 2020).

**Procedure**

Participants were recruited and tested in the Think Tank at the Smithsonian National Zoological Park. Parents were asked to complete a general questionnaire (including demographic information, parental education, child language exposure, and media exposure). The entirety of the experiment was video-recorded to allow for subsequent coding of target actions. A summary of the experimental procedures for experiments 1 to 3 is provided in Table 1.

**Demonstration phase.** Those in the imitation group viewed a 50-s video presented on a 45 × 52.8-cm computer screen of an adult performing the relevant target actions and successfully retrieving the star three times from the brown or white box. If children became distracted during the demonstration, the experimenter redirected their attention to the video. The demonstration phase was followed immediately by a test phase. Children in the baseline condition did not participate in the demonstration phase.

**Test phase.** The test phase was identical for children in the imitation and baseline groups. Children in the imitation group were given the test stimuli that corresponded to the puzzle box that had been demonstrated in the video. The experimenter placed the three-dimensional (3D) version of the box in front of children and repeated “Your turn!” Children were given 30-s from the time they first touched the box to interact with the box. Following the test phase, there was a manipulation check.
During the manipulation check, the experimenter performed a live demonstration of the same sequence of target actions demonstrated in the video, and children were given another turn to find the star. The manipulation check ensured that children of all ages had the motoric ability to manipulate the puzzle box. All children did. The white box target action sequence is shown in Fig. 1.

**Coding**

We calculated the following raw score measures of the following action types: target actions, order scores, tool use, distractor errors, and return errors. We also calculated the following composite score measures: goal emulation and fidelity composite. A description of each measure can be found in Table 2.

Note that Steps 1 and 2 in the imitation condition unlock the puzzle box and therefore are necessary, whereas in the overimitation condition the box is never locked and so both steps are not causally relevant. In Step 3, however, the use of the tool to push or pull the box with the stick is included as a target action in both the imitation and overimitation conditions because it is causally relevant but inefficient; consequently, we classified tool use as overimitation in both conditions. Children could pull the box open with their hands, as is demonstrated in the efficient condition. We compared whether children added inefficient tool use in Experiment 3 after the efficient demonstration. Tool use did not occur spontaneously in any baseline condition.

- **Target actions**: These were defined as the total number of demonstrated actions (regardless of causal relevance) reproduced by children regardless of the order in which they were performed. This measure assessed children's free recall of the four actions associated with retrieving the star from inside the box.
- **Order scores**: In contrast to the target action score, this measure evaluated children's ability to encode both the actions and their serial order.
- **Tool use**: This measure assessed children's ability to use the tool in the way it was demonstrated.
- **Distractor errors**: These represented use of a tool or a piece of Velcro that was not demonstrated in the video.
- **Return errors**: These corresponded to the sum of actions of returning items to their starting locations prior to the completion of the goal.

**Composite score measures:**

### Table 1

Summary of experimental procedures used in Experiments 1 to 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Demonstration phase</th>
<th>Test phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 1</strong></td>
<td>Imitation puzzle box configuration</td>
<td>Measure whether children copy the imitation condition target actions demonstrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation</td>
<td>Demonstration of causally relevant target actions that are necessary to complete the sequence and retrieve the star from the puzzle box.</td>
<td>Measure whether children spontaneously produce target actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: Imitation</td>
<td>No demonstration of the target actions.</td>
<td>Measure whether children spontaneously produce target actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 2</strong></td>
<td>Overimitation puzzle box configuration</td>
<td>Measure whether children copy the overimitation of target actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overimitation</td>
<td>Demonstration of target actions, some of which are necessary to retrieve the star from the puzzle box. Other actions are irrelevant.</td>
<td>Measure whether children copy the overimitation of target actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: Overimitation</td>
<td>No demonstration of the target actions.</td>
<td>Measure whether children spontaneously produce target actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 3</strong></td>
<td>Overimitation puzzle box configuration</td>
<td>Measure whether children copy the efficiency target actions demonstrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Demonstration of necessary target actions on the overimitation puzzle box.</td>
<td>Measure whether infants spontaneously produce efficiency target actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: Efficiency</td>
<td>No demonstration of the target actions.</td>
<td>Measure whether infants spontaneously produce efficiency target actions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- **Goal emulation:** This was measured as the number of behaviors associated with retrieving the star that were not demonstrated in the video (cf. Table 2).
- **Fidelity composite:** This was a measure of children’s recall of target responses (causally relevant and irrelevant) in the demonstrated serial order (target actions + order score – return and distractor errors) (cf. Table 1).

All coders were trained on the box protocol using a reliability criterion of kappa > .70. For Experiment 1, a second independent coder scored 27.7% of the videos to determine the reliability of the ratings. For raw score measures of action types, there was an inter-rater reliability kappa of .89.

**Results and discussion**

**Preliminary analysis**

We first conducted a series of analyses examining whether the box or gender of the child or the location of testing (Experiment 2 only) entered into any main effects or interactions. Gender was not significant in any of the three experiments and did not enter into any interactions (Experiment 1: lowest $p = .24$; Experiment 2: lowest $p = .11$; Experiment 3: lowest $p = .19$), and neither was box for Experiments 1 and 3 (Experiment 1: lowest $p = .24$; Experiment 3: lowest $p = .12$) or location for Experiment 2 (lowest $p = .41$), and these variables were not considered further. For Experiment 2, box was a significant factor but did not enter into any significant interactions. Box was included in Experiment 2.

**Imitation score: Target actions**

The number of target actions for imitation were calculated and compared with baseline. A $2 \times 2$ (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: imitation or baseline) analysis of variance (ANOVA) on total target actions was conducted. There was a main effect of group, $F(1, 140) = 163.60, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .54$, showing that the imitation group significantly outperformed the baseline group. There was a main effect of age, $F(1, 140) = 5.98, p < .02, \eta_p^2 = .04$, and a significant age by group interaction, $F(1, 140) = 5.44, p < .03, \eta_p^2 = .04$, indicating that older children performed better on the imitation task, but groups did not differ at baseline. These results indicate that, as predicted, children can effectively learn from the video demonstration and that older children performed better on the imitation task. The results from Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 2A as a function of the proportion of target actions completed. We calculated the proportion of target actions completed in order to compare performance across experiments where the number of target actions varied (imitation and overimitation four actions vs. two actions for efficiency). These results suggest that the puzzle box task is an appropriate imitation task for 2- to 5-year-olds, and by design the puzzle box was modified to measure overimitation in Experiment 2.

**Imitation fidelity**

We also conducted the same $2 \times 2$ (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: imitation or baseline) ANOVA on fidelity composite scores, which took into consideration both action and order scores as well as errors. As with the target action proportions, there was a main effect of group, $F(1, 140) = 157.10, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .53$, showing that the imitation group significantly outperformed the baseline group. There was a main effect of age, $F(1, 140) = 9.31, p < .003, \eta_p^2 = .06$, and a significant age by group interaction, $F(1, 140) = 6.26, p < .02, \eta_p^2 = .04$, indicating that older children performed better on the imitation task, but groups did not differ at baseline. Fig. 2B shows fidelity patterns across experiments.

We also examined whether there were age-related differences in tool use in the experimental groups. We did not include baseline because spontaneous tool use did not occur. A Pearson chi-square demonstrated that tool use was significantly higher in older children than in younger children, $\chi^2(1) = 6.66, p < .01$.

**Goal emulation**

Finally, a $2 \times 2$ (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: imitation or baseline) ANOVA on goal emulation was conducted. There were no main effects or interactions ($Fs < 1$), indicating that goal emulation
White Box Sequence

Experiment 1

**Imitation target actions.** 1) remove the velcro loop (necessary), 2) take out purple stick (necessary), 3) push inner chamber from left to right with purple stick (inefficient, hand more efficient), 4) remove star. Note: Actions 1-2 are causally necessary. Action 3 is causally meaningful but inefficient as hand can be used instead.

Experiment 2

**Overimitation target actions.** 1) take out green stick (unnecessary), 2) take out purple stick (unnecessary), 3) pull with purple stick (inefficient, hand more efficient), 4) remove star

Experiment 3

**Efficiency target actions.** 1) pull the inner chamber by hand (efficient), 2) remove star

Fig. 1. White box target action sequence for Experiments 1, 2, and 3. (For interpretation of the references to color within this figure, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
that children did not use an alternative (or idiosyncratic) opening technique to retrieve the reward. Fig. 2C shows goal emulation patterns across experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Imitation (Experiment 1)</th>
<th>Overimitation (Experiments 2 and 3)</th>
<th>Efficiency (Experiment 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target actions</strong> (actions explicitly demonstrated in the video regardless of efficiency or causal relevance)</td>
<td>White box: (1) remove the Velcro loop; (2) remove the purple stick; (3) push inner chamber from left to right using the purple stick; (4) remove the yellow felt star. Brown box: (1) remove the green stick; (2) remove the purple stick; (3) push the inner chamber from right to left using the purple stick; (4) remove the red felt star. Max = 4</td>
<td>White box: (1) remove the green stick; (2) remove the purple stick; (3) pull open the box with the purple stick; (4) remove the yellow felt star. Brown box: (1) remove the Velcro loop; (2) remove the purple stick; (3) pull open the box with the purple stick; (4) remove the red felt star. Max = 4</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: (1) pull open box with hand; (2) remove felt star Max = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distractor errors</strong> (sum of putting back behaviors, each action = +1)</td>
<td>White box: remove the green stick; remove the distractor side Velcro. Brown box: remove the green stick; remove the distractor side or loop Velcro. Max = 2</td>
<td>White box: remove the distractor loop or side Velcro. Brown box: remove the green stick; take out purple or green stick Max = 4.</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: hold up box using gravity (1); push with either stick vertically (2) or with either stick in the wrong direction (1); pull with both sticks at the same time (1) or with either stick (2); push with hand (1) or with either stick (2) Max = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal emulation</strong> (sum of emulative (nondemonstrated but goal-oriented behaviors, each action = +1)</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: push or pull with hand (2) either purple or green stick in the wrong direction (1) or both sticks at the same time (1); hold up box using gravity (1); pull with purple stick (1); push/pull with purple and/or green stick vertically (2). Max = 10</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: push with purple or green stick vertically (2); push with either stick in the wrong direction (1); pull with both sticks at the same time (1); push or pull with green stick (2); hold up box using gravity (1); push with purple stick (1); pull or push with hand (2). Max = 10</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: return Velcro; return purple or green stick Max = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Return errors</strong> (sum of return behaviors)</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: return Velcro; return purple or green stick. Max = 3</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: return Velcro; return purple or green stick. Max = 3</td>
<td>White and brown boxes: return Velcro; return purple or green stick Max = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tool use</strong></td>
<td>White box: Max = 1 (if push with purple or green stick). Brown box: Max = 1 (if push with purple/or green stick). Max = 1</td>
<td>White box: Max = 1 (if pull with purple or green stick). Brown box: Max = 1 (if pull with purple or green stick). Max = 1</td>
<td>Tool use was not demonstrated in the efficiency condition White box: N/A Brown box: N/A Max = N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Order score</strong> (executing target actions in the demonstrated sequence (even if other actions occur in between)</td>
<td>White/brown box: target actions executed in demonstrated order. Target Action 1 before Target Action 2 (+1); Target Action 2 before Target Action 3 (+1); Target Action 3 before Target Action 4 (+1). Max = 3</td>
<td>White/brown box: target actions executed in demonstrated order. Target Action 1 before Target Action 2 (+1); Target Action 2 before Target Action 3 (+1); Target Action 3 before Target Action 4 (+1). Max = 1</td>
<td>White/brown box: target actions executed in demonstrated order. Max = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fidelity composite</strong></td>
<td>(Target Action Score + Order Score) – (Return Errors + Distractor Errors) Max = 7</td>
<td>(Target Action Score + Order Score) – (Return Errors + Distractor Errors) Max = 7</td>
<td>(Target Action Score + Order Score) – (Return Errors + Distractor Errors) Max = 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experiment 2: Overimitation

Given the successful development of the novel puzzle imitation task in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 adapted the same apparatus to assess overimitation. Identical white and brown boxes were used. However, in Experiment 1, all the demonstrator’s actions were causally relevant, if inefficient. In Experiment 2, retrieving the star could be achieved in just two steps using only one’s hand (see Fig. 1). Also in Experiment 2, the demonstrator performed a causally irrelevant action in addition to these inefficient actions during the demonstration. Past studies comparing imitation and overimitation have required the encoding and recall of many causally irrelevant and inefficient steps, thereby increasing cognitive load, in order to assess overimitation. This tactic is problematic because it may have resulted in the underestimation of overimitation, especially in younger children who have less developed WM and cognitive resources overall (Best, Miller, & Jones, 2009; Garon, Smith, & Bryson, 2014). The current experiment addressed this concern by using the same number of target actions (four) in both the imitation task and overimitation task so that children were not required to encode and recall additional steps in order to overimitate.

Question 2: Will children overimitate causally irrelevant actions while opening a puzzle box from a video demonstration? Following McGuigan et al.’s (2007) findings, we predicted that children would overimitate causally irrelevant responses from video at rates greater than baseline and that older children would exhibit higher levels of overimitation than younger children.

Method

Participants

A total of 91 typically developing children (42 female, 2 not reported) were recruited at the Smithsonian Institute’s National Museum of Natural History Discovery Room and the National Building Museum. Of this sample, 22 children were tested in their homes. Children were randomly assigned to the overimitation experimental or baseline group. The age groups were again divided at 42 months into a group younger than 42 months ($n = 46$; $M_{age} = 35.35$ months, $SD = 4.37$) and a group older than 42 months ($n = 45$; $M_{age} = 51.03$ months, $SD = 6.06$).

Most parents (82.7%) of parents reported child ethnicity; of those who reported, 65.8% were White and 34.2% were minority (19.7% mixed, 3.9% Latino, 3.9% Black, 3.9% Asian, 1.3% Native American, 1.3% other). Parental education was generally high ($M = 16.7$ years, $SD = 1.71$, 16% not reported). An additional 14 children were excluded from analysis due to failure to complete the task ($n = 10$), distraction ($n = 1$), technical failure ($n = 1$), or parental interference ($n = 2$). Data were collected from August 2014 to June 2016.

Design

Independent groups of children were randomly assigned to either the overimitation experimental or the overimitation control group. It is important to note that a new baseline control group was run for this study using the overimitation puzzle box configuration. This is because in the overimitation box configuration the box is not locked. Half of the children in each group were tested with the white box, and the other half were tested with the brown box (cf. Fig. 1). The boxes in Experiment 2 were the same as those in Experiment 1 except that the locking mechanism was eliminated in Experiment 2, matching actions as closely as possible across experiments. The purple stick and Velcro loop no longer locked the compartment where the star was located, meaning that the first two actions demonstrated were not necessary to retrieve the star. Behavior 3—pulling the box open with the tool—was not necessary in any condition because children could pull the box open with their hand (cf. Fig. 1, Experiment 1). Experimental and baseline control groups were compared.

Apparatus

A 50-s video was produced using identical angles and shots of the experimenter to those used in Experiment 1. The verbal cues and demonstration duration were identical to those used Experiment.
The only aspect of the demonstration that varied was that overimitation actions were modeled rather than imitation actions.

**Procedure**

Children in the overimitation experimental group viewed a video demonstration of the target actions and were tested in a subsequent 30-s test phase in which the experimenter presented children with the same 3D box and the instruction “It’s your turn!” The test phase began when children made...
first contact with the box. Children in the overimitation baseline control group were given the same box but were not shown a video demonstration of the target actions.

Coding
Coding was identical to that in Experiment 1 except that target actions, goal emulation, and distractor error definitions were altered to reflect the adapted overimitation actions (see Table 2 for details). Two independent coders each coded half of the videos, overlapping on 20% of the videos; for raw score measures of action types, there was an inter-rater reliability kappa of .94.

Results and discussion

Target actions
The number of target actions for the overimitation group was calculated and compared with that for the baseline group. A 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: overimitation or overimitation baseline) × 2 (Box: white or brown) ANOVA on total target actions was conducted. There was a main effect of group, $F(1, 83) = 85.16, p < .0001, \eta_p^2 = .51$, showing that the overimitation group significantly outperformed the overimitation baseline control group. There was no main effect of age, $F(1, 83) = 0.57, p = .45, \eta_p^2 = .007$, a main effect of box, $F(1, 83) = 17.13, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .17$, and a significant age by group interaction, $F(1, 83) = 6.07, p = .02, \eta_p^2 = .07$. Older children overimitated target actions at a higher rate than younger children in the experimental group. No other interactions were significant (all $p$s > .35). See Fig. 2A.

Imitation fidelity
We also conducted the same 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: overimitation or baseline) × 2 (Box: white or brown) ANOVA on fidelity composite scores, which took into consideration both action and order scores as well as errors. As with the target action proportions, there was a main effect of group, $F(1, 83) = 59.98, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .42$, showing that the overimitation group significantly outperformed the baseline control group. There was a main effect of age, $F(1, 83) = 5.00, p = .03, \eta_p^2 = .06$, indicating that older children performed the task with higher fidelity than younger children on the overimitation task, a main effect of box $F(1, 83) = 15.82, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .16$, but no age by group interaction, $F(1, 83) = 0.73, p = .39, \eta_p^2 = .009$. See Fig. 2B.

We also examined whether there were age-related differences in tool use in the experimental groups, again excluding the baseline because spontaneous tool use did not occur. A Pearson chi-square demonstrated that tool use was marginally higher in older children than in younger children, $\chi^2(1) = 3.81, p < .051$.

Goal emulation
Finally, a 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: overimitation or baseline) ANOVA on goal emulation, defined as the sum of emulative (nondemonstrated but goal-oriented) behaviors (see Table 2 for specific behaviors for each box), was conducted. There was no effect of box on goal emulation, and it was not included in the analysis. In contrast to Experiment 1 where there were no differences in goal emulation as a function of age or group, in Experiment 2 when the mechanism to release the box was not necessary, there was a main effect of group, $F(1, 87) = 17.81, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .17$, showing that the overimitation experimental group emulated significantly more than the baseline control group. There was no main effect of age, $F(1, 87) = 1.32, p = .25, \eta_p^2 = .02$, and a trend for an age by group interaction, $F(1, 87) = 3.43, p = .07, \eta_p^2 = .04$, indicating that although there were no differences at baseline, there was a trend for younger children to have higher goal emulation scores than older children. This finding is consistent with the finding that older children were more likely to overimitate than younger children. In effect, younger children emulated neither because they were better at understanding the causal features of the task nor because they were less attuned to social variables (e.g., norms, conventions) but simply because they had failed to encode and recall all the demonstrated actions. The result was a higher rate of goal emulation as young children attempted to open the box using idiosyncratic means. Fig. 2C shows the emulation scores.
The results of Experiment 2 provide evidence of overimitation from video at rates greater than baseline (see also McGuigan et al., 2007). Through the use of a video demonstration, the social weight of the model was significantly lowered compared with that in a live demonstration. However, despite the lowered social stimulus, children in the experimental overimitation group learned from the video and overimitated, as evidenced by the significantly higher rate of irrelevant target actions relative to baseline.

**Experiment 3: Efficiency and overimitation**

To explore children’s social learning flexibility, Experiment 3 was designed to assess whether or not children switched from being efficient imitators to costly overimitators on the same task. In Experiment 2, although the puzzle box task was designed to be causally transparent, baseline levels on the task were low and suggested that the causal mechanism for efficiently retrieving the star remained unknown to children. Prior research has indicated that overimitation rates are higher when causal mechanisms are ambiguous (McGuigan et al., 2007). Thus, it is possible that children encoded the actions demonstrated in the overimitation video as causally necessary for the successful retrieval of the star. Experiment 3 was designed to test whether children would switch from using an efficient imitative response to using a novel—and costly—overimitative response involving causally irrelevant and inefficient actions.

**Question 3:** Will children who are given explicit causal information and rewarded for using the most efficient actions switch to a more inefficient and costly overimitative response? Consistent with prior work by Hoehl et al. (2019), we predicted that children would overimitate less following an efficient demonstration on the same task.

**Method**

**Participants**

A total of 43 typically developing children (19 female) were recruited at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History Discovery Room and the National Building Museum. The age groups were again divided at 42 months into a younger group (<42 months; \( n = 19; M_{\text{age}} = 34.3 \text{ months, } SD = 3.9 \)) and an older group (≥42 months; \( n = 24; M_{\text{age}} = 47.9 \text{ months, } SD = 6.1 \)). Most parents (90.1%) reported child ethnicity; of those who reported, 53.8% were White and 46.2% were minority (35.9% mixed, 2.6% Black, and 7.7% Asian). An additional 2 children were excluded from analysis due to failure to complete the task (\( n = 1 \)) or parental interference (\( n = 1 \)). Data were collected from August 2014 to June 2016.

**Design**

The study employed the same puzzle boxes used in Experiment 2. The overimitation configuration of the puzzle box allowed for efficiency and overimitation demonstrations. The overimitation demonstration was the same as before. The efficiency demonstration involved the quickest and most efficient method to remove the star—pulling the box open using the hand and removing the star. The overimitation control group from Experiment 2 was used for comparison purposes in Experiment 3.

**Apparatus**

Two 50-s videos were used, employing the same verbal ostensive cues and close-ups as Experiments 1 and 2. One “efficient” video demonstrated efficient actions. There were three demonstrations. For each box, the two target actions were to (1) pull open the box using the hand and (2) remove the felt star. To maintain consistency, the length of the video demonstrations was kept consistent across experiments. In the efficiency video, the target actions were fewer in number and required less time to complete (two vs. four responses); thus, pauses were employed during the close-up portion with hands and box—only of the demonstration so that its length matched that of the imitation and overimitation demonstrations. The second “overimitation” video was identical to that used in Experiment 2. See Fig. 1.
Procedure
First, children viewed the efficient video demonstration and were given a 15-s test phase in which
the experimenter presented children with the same 3D box and said, “It’s your turn!” The test phase
was shortened from 30 to 15-s for two reasons, namely (a) because there were half as many target
actions and (b) because children typically needed only 15-s to complete the task. Next, to assess
whether or not children would switch from being efficient imitators to costly overimitators, each child
viewed the overimitation video demonstration. Children were then given a 30-s test phase to interact
with the same puzzle box. Following the overimitation test, a live manipulation check was conducted
using the overimitation actions to ensure that all children had the motoric abilities to complete the
task. All did. Following Subiaul et al. (2016) criteria for assessing overimitation and considering the
possibility for pragmatic miscommunication (Topál, Gergely, Miklósi, Erdöhegyi, & Csibra, 2008), this
procedure also guaranteed (a) that children knew what were the most efficient (and causally neces-
sary) actions to achieve the goal and (b) that copying only the efficient actions was acceptable and
would not be penalized.

Coding
For the efficiency test coding, target actions (pull box open and remove star), goal emulation, and
distractor error definitions were altered to reflect the new efficiency procedure (see Table 2). It is
important to note that the alternative goal emulation behaviors for Experiment 3 were very low
(see Fig. 2C). Coding for the overimitation test was identical to that used in Experiment 2. The baseline
group from Experiment 2 (n = 44) was also coded for efficiency behaviors. Two independent coders
each coded half of the videos and overlapped on 23% of the videos; for action type, there was an
inter-rater reliability kappa of .96.

Results and discussion
Target actions: Efficiency
The number of target actions for the efficiency experimental group was calculated and compared
with a baseline efficiency score using the same puzzle box and control data collected in Experiment
2 (n = 45). Recall that the boxes used in Experiments 2 and 3 were the same and did not include
any locking mechanisms. We established a baseline for the efficiency group by calculating the number
of times children in the overimitation baseline condition in Experiment 2 performed the respective
efficient target actions.

A 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: experimental efficiency or efficiency baseline) ANOVA on
efficiency scores was conducted for target actions. Recall that the efficiency baseline was calculated
from the baseline group in Experiment 2. There was a main effect of group, F(1, 83) = 102.46,
p < .0001, n² = .55. There was no main effect of age, F(1, 83) < 1, n² = .001, and no significant age by
group interaction, F(1, 83) < 1, n² = .005.

Fidelity: Efficiency
A follow-up 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: experimental efficiency or efficiency baseline)
ANOVA on fidelity scores also yielded a main effect of group, F(1, 83) = 112.94, p < .0001, n² = .58.
The main effect of age approached significance, F(1, 83) = 3.08, p = .08, n² = .04, and the same was true
for the age by group interaction, F(1, 83) = 3.26, p = .08, n² = .04. Note that the baseline fidelity score for
the younger children was lower, which resulted in the trend-level main effect and interaction.

Goal emulation: Efficiency
Finally, we conducted a 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: experimental efficiency or efficiency
baseline) ANOVA on goal emulation, and there were no main effects or interactions, which is not sur-
prising given that children readily retrieved the star using the demonstrated target actions.

Both older and younger children performed significantly above baseline and were nearly at ceiling
on the efficiency test, as indicated by the target proportion score (see Fig. 2A). The baseline efficiency
score was low and the fidelity composite score for the efficiency baseline was negative, suggesting
that it was not obvious to children that the box could be pulled open using their hand to remove
the star. It is important to note that fidelity was lower in the baseline group, indicating that children—and especially younger children—explored the box during baseline and performed distractor actions.

**Target actions: Overimitation**

Next, to assess switching from efficiency to overimitation, a 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: experimental overimitation or overimitation baseline) ANOVA on overimitation scores was conducted on target actions. There was a main effect of group, $F(1, 83) = 121.10, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .59$, showing again that the overimitation group significantly outperformed the baseline group. There was no main effect of age, $F(1, 83) < 1$, and a significant age by group interaction, $F(1, 84) = 4.865, p = .03, \eta^2_p = .06$, suggesting that there was no difference in performance at baseline but that overimitation was higher for older children than for younger children.

**Fidelity: Overimitation**

Our measure of fidelity yielded a similar pattern of results. A 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: experimental overimitation or overimitation baseline) ANOVA on the fidelity composite scores produced a main effect of group, $F(1, 83) = 133.20, p < .0001, \eta^2_p = .62$, showing again that the overimitation group significantly outperformed the baseline group. There was no main effect of age, $F(1, 83) = 2.43, p = .12, \eta^2_p = .03$, and no significant age by group interaction, $F(1, 83) < 1$. We also examined whether there were age-related differences in tool use in the experimental groups, again excluding the baseline group because spontaneous tool use did not occur. A Pearson chi-square demonstrated that there were no age-related differences in tool use, $\chi^2(1) = 2.06, p = .15$.

**Emulation: Overimitation**

Finally, a 2 (Age: older or younger) × 2 (Group: experimental overimitation or overimitation baseline) ANOVA on goal emulation scores produced a main effect of group, $F(1, 83) = 15.15, p < .0001, \eta^2_p = .15$, showing greater rates of emulation in the overimitation group than in the baseline group. There was no main effect of age, $F(1, 83) < 1$, and no significant age by group interaction, $F(1, 83) < 1$.

**Cross-experiment analyses**

In the final set of analyses we compared performance of the experimental groups across the three experiments as a function of age. First, we tested whether there was a difference in the number of target actions between imitation in Experiment 1 and overimitation in Experiments 2 and 3 as a function of age. Specifically, we explored whether younger and older children differed in their tendency to overimitate versus imitate. A 2 (Age) × 3 (Experiment) ANOVA was conducted on the proportion of target actions. There was a main effect of age, $F(1, 162) = 10.86, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .06$, with older children performing more target actions than younger children. There was no main effect of experiment, $F(1, 162) = 1.23, p = .28, \eta^2_p = .02$, showing that imitation and overimitation did not vary across experiments. There was no interaction between age and experiment, $F(1, 88) < 1$.

We examined tool use across experiments using a chi-square. The efficiency condition was not included because tool use was not demonstrated. We did not include the baseline conditions because tool use did not occur spontaneously in any baseline condition. When we conducted a chi-square on tool use across the imitation and overimitation conditions, it was significant, $\chi^2(2) = 14.51, p < .001$. As can be seen in Table 3, tool use was more likely to occur during the imitation condition than during the overimitation condition.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Experiment 1: Imitation</th>
<th>Experiment 2: Overimitation</th>
<th>Experiment 3: Efficiency</th>
<th>Experiment 3: Overimitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Younger 0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Older 0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Younger 49%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Older 77%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We also compared fidelity across experiments. There was a main effect of age, $F(1, 162) = 9.46$, $p = .002$, $\eta_p^2 = .06$, with older children copying with higher fidelity than younger children. There was a trend for a main effect of study, $F(1, 162) = 3.02$, $p = .052$, $\eta_p^2 = .04$. A post hoc ($p < .05$) Student–Newman–Kuhls test was not significant. An inspection of the means indicated that fidelity was slightly higher in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 3 and was slightly higher in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 2. There was no interaction between age and experiment, $F(1, 162) < 1$.

Finally, we conducted a $3 \times 2$ ANOVA on goal emulation. There was no main effect of age, $F(1, 162) = 1.82$, $p = .18$, $\eta_p^2 = .01$, and no age by experiment interaction, $F(1, 162) < 1$, $\eta_p^2 = .001$. There was, however, a main effect of experiment, $F(1, 162) = 11.83$, $p < .0001$, $\eta_p^2 = .13$. A post hoc Student–Newman–Kuhls test ($p < .05$) indicated that emulation in Experiment 1 was lower than in Experiments 2 and 3. However, rates of emulation did not differ between Experiments 2 and 3.

Although these results are consistent with a growing body of evidence showing that overimitation increases with age, imitation rates in Experiment 1 did not differ from overimitation rates in Experiments 2 and 3. Overall developmental increases in basic cognitive processes underlying imitative learning as shown in Experiment 1 likely contribute to corresponding age-related increases in overimitation as shown in Experiments 2 and 3. That is, the general cognitive demands of encoding and retrieving a four-step sequence also contribute to the observed differences in overimitation performance. These basic developmental constraints on memory processing have been largely ignored in the overimitation literature and should be considered carefully in future designs. Based on this analysis, overimitation and imitation may represent a distinction without a difference. But again, this is a question that warrants greater consideration and empirical research.

Contrary to our predictions and results from prior studies (Hoehl et al., 2014), observing and copying the most efficient responses does not subsequently increase goal emulation rates and depress imitation fidelity or rates of overimitation in the same task. These results are surprising. Whereas co-occurring social (affiliative), cultural (normative), and pragmatic (communicative) factors inherent in live demonstration are expected to increase overimitation, video demonstrations should uniformly depress these factors, dampening overimitation (Nielsen, Simcock, & Jenkins, 2008). Moreover, overimitation persisted even after being given firsthand knowledge (observing) and experience (recalling) about the most efficient means of solving a problem. This result indicates that overimitation is a robust and stable feature of human social learning—one that, as other studies have shown, is not easily disrupted (Lyons, Damrosch, Lin, Macris, & Keil, 2011; Lyons et al., 2007; Whiten et al., 2016).

**General discussion**

These results shed new light on the cognitive underpinnings of overimitation and flexible social learning. Experiment 1 showed that, consistent with prior research (Dickerson et al., 2013; Huang, Heyes, & Charman, 2006; Lauricella, Barr, & Calvert, 2016; McGuigan et al., 2007; Zimmermann et al., 2015), children aged 2.5 to 5 years can effectively learn to imitate from a video demonstration performing significantly above baseline. In addition, like various other studies (for a review, see Hoehl et al., 2019), we found age-related differences in imitation performance yet no comparable changes in goal emulation. Experiments 2 and 3 revealed that overimitation does not require a live demonstrator providing ostensive and social cues; children provided with only a video demonstration overimitated much like children provided with a live demonstration. These findings replicate and extend those of Schleihauf et al. (2020), who tested older children. Even with the limited social input intrinsic to a video demonstration, children still displayed the ability to imitate and overimitate novel complex tool-using actions from a video, suggesting that in some cases video might be an effective learning tool. Children also demonstrated the ability to switch strategies after watching a video. Consistent with Carr, Kendal, and Flynn (2015), when social information is delivered via video demonstration, it represents a robust social learning cue. In addition, as with prior studies, there were significant age-related increases in overimitation (for a review, see Hoehl et al., 2019). We also found high levels of emulation relative to baseline across age groups. Children's emulation was not idiosyncratic but rather goal directed. When children emulated, they tended to omit tool use, which corresponded with the most challenging and inefficient action (for similar results, see Nielsen, 2006; Subiaul & Schilder,
Finally, Experiment 3 demonstrated that children were able to flexibly switch from an efficient form of imitation to a less efficient form of imitation, with older children switching more often than younger children.

Despite the large number of overimitation studies with children, surprisingly few have directly explored what accounts for the age-related changes in overimitation almost all of them report. Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that when the number of actions match across tasks, there are age-related increases in both imitation and overimitation. These findings suggest that there are distinct cognitive constraints on imitation learning in general that may also account for some of the age-related changes in overimitation. That is, imitation and overimitation are likely to share common cognitive processes. Overall, when the sequence length (i.e., cognitive load) was equated then imitation and overimitation performance did not differ. However, in overimitation conditions when cognitive load was higher, goal emulation was higher and fidelity was lower. That is, children deployed different social learning processes based on the constraints of the puzzle box task.

However, the fact that overimitation rates did not differ between Experiments 2 and 3 seemingly contradicts this conclusion given that cognitive load was higher in Experiment 3, where children were exposed to competing responses on the same task (efficient and inefficient) relative to Experiment 2, where children were exposed to just one response (inefficient). But recall that the additional responses contributing to the extra load in Experiment 3 were familiar actions performed at ceiling. A result that seemingly contradicts the normative theory of overimitation given that children in the current study received both material rewards (i.e., star) and social rewards (i.e., “Good job!”). These procedures should have depressed overimitation but did not. According to the normative theory (Kenward, Karlsson, & Persson, 2011; Keupp, Behne, & Rakoczy, 2013), children should encode the first demonstration (i.e., the efficiency demonstration) as the norm and should reject and refuse to imitate any subsequent demonstrations (i.e., the overimitation demonstration) because they serve as violations of the norm. Other studies that used a comparatively simpler task (involving three familiar responses) showed that varied video demonstrations also resulted in children imitating based on established norms (Evans, Laland, Carpenter, & Kendal, 2018). Although an empirical question, it is possible that children may be more likely to switch responses after observing a video demonstration rather than a live experimenter where the efficient response is more likely to set up the expectation of a norm (Hoehl et al., 2014).

Alternatively, the automatic causal encoding theory (Lyons, 2008; Lyons et al., 2007, 2011) suggests that after viewing an actor perform a task intentionally, children will automatically revise and update their causal understanding, encoding all the model’s actions as causally meaningful even when previous knowledge indicates otherwise. Our results are more consistent with this theory. Within this framework, there are at least two possible ways to interpret children’s performance. One is that on viewing each video demonstration, where a model intentionally manipulates the puzzle box, children revised and updated their causal understanding of the puzzle box, copying all actions whether causally necessary or not. Moreover, in Experiment 3, preschoolers—especially older preschoolers—were willing to incur a cost to retrieve the star from the box via tool use. These results are in contrast to those of Chevalier’s (2018) cognitive discounting task. Chevalier found that 7- to 12-year-olds were able to detect a difference in cognitive load both objectively (accuracy and pupil dilation) and subjectively (difficulty rating) on an n-back task. Children were significantly more likely to choose the lower cognitive load (e.g., chose to complete the 1-back task instead of the 2-back task) even if it meant earning few points to conserve cognitive effort. Like Chevalier (2018), Hoehl et al. (2014) found that under social learning conditions children were willing to reduce cognitive load, to shift from overimitating to emulating, whereas Schleihaufl et al. (2018) found that children were not willing to go in the opposite direction and to shift from emulating to overimitating. In contrast, in the current study, 2- to 5-year-olds were willing to shift from an easier, faster, and more efficient emulative response to retrieve the star to a more effortful, longer overimitative response that involved tool use.

Other factors might contribute to our pattern of results. Marsh, Ropar, and Hamilton (2019) showed that children are more likely to overimitate in challenging novel tasks than in easy familiar tasks. In addition to differences in task complexity, another potential explanation may have to do with differences in the reward structure between the current study and past studies. Prior studies were based on comparative tasks, with children earning a tangible reward each time they solved the puzzle.
box and incurring a cost if they solved the puzzle box less efficiently (Chevalier, 2018; Hoehl et al., 2014; Schleihauf et al., 2018). For example, in Schleihauf et al. (2018) study, children were allowed to keep the ball that they retrieved from the puzzle box. If they shifted to the slower, riskier overimitation actions, they risked not getting the ball. Finding the ball was an explicit goal that may have led to conditions of optimal emulation. In the current study, the reward was not explicitly tied to finding the star. Children did not keep the star; rather, they collected stickers after the end of the trial regardless of whether they found the star or not. Children appeared to enjoy retrieving the star, as gauged by facial expressions and willingness to retrieve the star on multiple occasions. It is possible that finding the star was an intrinsically rewarding activity for children such that even though the overimitation condition had a high load, children were willing to learn and generate a new response. That is, in the current study, the perceived goal was to learn how to retrieve the star. The motivation to learn was the means, and finding the star was an implicit goal leading to conditions for optimal imitation. Children may be more flexible under optimal imitation conditions rather than optimal emulation conditions. The modulation of imitation and emulation may also be due to more efficient executive functioning (Garon et al., 2014) and age-related differences in the perceived goals of those actions (e.g., Wohlschläger, Gattis, & Bekkering, 2003). That might explain why older children are able to switch or be more flexible than younger children. Other factors such as whether there was one or multiple demonstrators, whether the demonstration was live or on video, and whether gestures (e.g., pedagogical cues) were included or not in the overimitation sections would also need to be controlled. Taken together, these results suggest that object novelty and complexity, perceived goals, and reward structure all may contribute to age-related differences in overimitation, and examination of each of these factors warrants further empirical attention.

After an extensive review of the overimitation literature, Hoehl et al. (2019) similarly concluded that multiple theories explain overimitation, depending on situational demands that include context bias (e.g., type of models) and content bias (e.g., type of task). They concluded that overimitation is typically an adaptive response to situational cues for which it is difficult for children to decipher the causal mechanisms or that increase the likelihood of social or affiliative factors. As evidenced by factors such as the early acquisition of tool use (Casler & Kelemen, 2005), imitation serves as an adaptive avenue for more efficient and complex learning processes. In all three experiments, children in experimental conditions significantly exceeded performance of children in baseline conditions who had not seen demonstrations of the various target actions. In specific case-by-case situations, such as when a demonstrator performs irrelevant steps in the process of achieving an end goal, it may be less efficient to emulate. This is particularly true in ritual contexts that involve causally opaque arbitrary actions that cannot be selectively omitted (Legare, Wen, Herrmann, & Whitehouse, 2015). When tasked to learn from another person, overimitation is still better than the alternative of ignoring all the demonstrator’s actions and attempting to complete the task alone—or, in the absence of causal knowledge for each action, deciding which actions to copy and which to ignore. Thus, although overimitation may result in a less efficient learning means for instrumental actions in the short term, it is likely to be an overall effective means of acquiring knowledge. This last point is an important consideration given that most human endeavors involve copying meaningless sequences and actions that are causally opaque (e.g., ritual)—a skill that might represent a human cognitive specialization (Renner, Patterson, & Subiaul, 2020). The current findings contribute to this growing body of literature by highlighting that cognitive constraints such as affordance, task complexity, and reward structure are likely to set the stage for optimal imitation.

Fig. 3 offers a general model of cognitive constraints for understanding and predicting which social learning mechanism children will use under different conditions (i.e., overimitate vs. emulate). This model has three general features believed to constrain imitation: cognitive load, encoding, and retrieval. Cognitive load is anything that increases task complexity and constrains what is encoded and recalled. For example, in the current series of experiments, load was manipulated by the number of items (more items, higher load) and by the affordances of the puzzle box (e.g., affordance of the causal actions increased when the box was locked, decreasing load). In general, the model predicts that high cognitive load conditions limit encoding and retrieval, increasing exploratory goal-directed responses (i.e., “cause and effect” in our model). The result is higher rates of exploration, lower fidelity, and higher emulation rates. Alternatively, in the low cognitive load conditions, encoding and retrieval are high. The
Fig. 3. General cognitive constraint model of optimal imitation. (A) Low cognitive load, more accurate encoding and retrieval, (B) High cognitive load, less accurate encoding and retrieval.
result is more accurate imitation and low emulation rates. Cognitive processing capacity and hence cognitive load constraints are age and experience dependent. So, older individuals will be able to bear larger cognitive loads than younger individuals. In the current study, there were age-related differences in imitation rates when the number of items to be remembered was higher (Experiment 1: imitation; Experiments 2 and 3: overimitation) but not when the number of items to be remembered was low (Experiment 3: efficiency). Goal emulation was lower when the affordances for the causal actions were high (Experiment 1: imitation) and when efficient actions were demonstrated (Experiment 3: efficiency) than when causally irrelevant actions were demonstrated and affordances were lower (Experiments 2 and 3: overimitation). The high rates of goal emulation and overimitation in Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that a significant number of children had some understanding of the causal mechanisms of the box in Experiment 2 despite the fact that only in Experiment 3 did children receive explicit information as to which responses were causally relevant. Finally, tool use was more likely to occur in the context of other causally relevant actions (Experiment 1: imitation) than when the other actions were causally irrelevant (Experiments 2 and 3: overimitation). This result suggests that when cognitive load was high, children were less likely to copy tool use, which is an inefficient and motorically difficult response. These constraints were particularly evident in younger children; few copied tool use in overimitation conditions (Experiment 2: 16%; Experiment 3: 29%), yet nearly half (49%) did so in Experiment 1. So, young children's selective tool use was not due to some general motor constraint. However, it is unclear whether children who predominantly evidence goal emulation and those who overimitated had a different causal understanding of the task. It is also unclear whether our proposed cognitive constraints model limits children's causal understanding, responses, or both.

This general model can, of course, be further modulated by social and cultural variables that may alternatively lessen or exacerbate the cognitive load and its resulting effect on encoding and retrieval. So, for example, conventional contexts such as ritual might heighten arousal and, by extension, attention. These changes should lessen cognitive load, increase cognitive processing capacity, and lead to improvements in encoding and retrieval. The result would be high levels of imitation fidelity and low levels of emulation (Herrmann et al., 2013; Legare et al. 2015).

Future studies could use the newly developed puzzle box with its different configurations to further test the flexibility of the emerging social learning system. For example, future research could examine imitation and overimitation within the same individuals testing children on one configuration of each puzzle box. It may provide opportunities to further investigate the relationship between imitation and innovation. Voigt, Pauen, and Bechtel-Kuehne (2019) reported that innovation levels increase when children have enough time to explore and there are multiple materials to use. Subiaul et al. (2015) found that when young children observed demonstrations of different strategies by different experimenters, they were able to combine this information to generate an unobserved (innovative) solution to retrieve multiple hidden objects from a puzzle box. If additional research demonstrates that there are optimal imitation conditions, these findings will have important educational implications to further pedagogical goals to learn one type of response or multiple response types. Optimal imitation conditions may foster intrinsic motivation where the goal is to learn multiple affordances of an object. It may also increase exploratory play and, consequently, creative problem solving or innovation. Under optimal imitation conditions, children may be more willing to incur a cost to reaching the goal in order to learn new information about tools or affordances of an object. As a consequence, the reach of social learning is expanded beyond imitation or overimitation of irrelevant acts to include learning about multiple and novel ways of interacting with objects.
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